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Since there is no direct and imne diate source for 
material on this subject in books, the primary sources of 
information are: the minutes of the Archdiocesan Council 
of Catholic '.iomen of Chicago, the files of the Family 
Consultation Service of tfie Council, the personal inter-
views with the Director of the Council and his staff, the 
files of '11!li. l'iEY{ ViOP..LD, the official press organ of the 
Council, interviews with the personnel of the Social 
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There is, hovever, much relative matter and the 
bibliography indicates the ap:olicability of t}1is r.l'l.tter 
to our subject. 
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Problems regarding marriage and the family have disturbed the body of 
society; and the breakdown of marital relationships and family ties is the 
s~nutom of a. grave, underlying social illness. The wave of marital inco~ 
pati bili ty, separation and divorce that is preve.lent today is a nausea, 
indicative of a violent internal disturbance in society. Many moderns, 
some of them seriously, some of them fatuously; some deserving recognition 
because of their reputP..tions, others seeking recognition because this is a 
glamorous subject wherein they might be pompous and apodictic, without 
assuming any responsibility, have proposed solutions to the marital snarl 
that run the gamut from the ridiculous, because the proposed solution is 
without any foundation in principle, to be plausible, whereby conditions 
can be ameliorated, the proper human cooperation being a.t hand. 
The background of our modern m8ri tal difficulties is the lack of any 
regard for the basic principles of right living. 11 This lack of a coherent 
system of ideas is one of the great misfortunes of our age. To escape it, 
thanks to the intellectual balance afforded by a sure body of doctrine, is 
an incomparable benefi t. 111 So wrote Fr. Sertillanges when he diagnosed 
one of the evils of our day. Readily can these words be applied to the 
marital and familial upheavel that now prevails. People, in general, have 
abandoned Christian principles as guides for right living; a kind of greedy 
individualism has been substituted. Catholics, in particular, have not 
1. S.ERTILLAJJGES, 0. P., A. D.: The Intellectual Life, English translation 
by Mary Ryan, 1947. The Nemnan Book Shop. Westminster, Maryland. 
Page 36. 
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remained uncontaminated by this selfishness. They have found it hard to 
be in the world and yet not a part of it, so, too often they h8.ve surren-
dered principle to expediency. 
The Catholic Ch11rch, however, is very much aware of the social ill-
ness of people. Like an old fandly doctor, it depends upon right princi-
ples for a solution to the condition. Certain and valid diagnosis can be 
made only when man is considered in his entirety. Of late, the tendency 
has been to consider the economic man, or the social man, or the psycho-
logical man, while an escape has been sought - and found - from consider-
ing him as a moral man e.nd, still more, from considering him as the 
complexity th3t he is. The Church reverts to the fundamental concept of 
man's creation and purpose and, building on this, established the modus 
vivendi for man that is according to the principles of Christ. So far 
apart has man drifted from these principles that it is hard today to 
imagine that our present society was to assimilate those principles and 
live by them. 
A recall to them is necessary if the ailments and illnesses of our 
society is to be corrected. By preaching 11 in season and out of season112 
much can be accomplished from the pulpit. But the call has gone forth for 
a greater distribution and propagation of the Christian principle. Catho-
lie Action is its ti~le; participation of the laity in the work of the 
episcopacy is its field of labor; the Catholic men and women are its 
participants. 
In this paper, the primary intention is to give a picture of the work 
of the Chicago Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women in one phase of its 
2. 2 TITUS 4, 1-2. . 
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activity, namely, its Family Service, which it renders to its clients 
needing g1rldance, direction and assistance in marital or family diffi-
culties. There is no great library of literature from which to draw 
since such a Family Service is comparatively recent in origin and its 
counterpart is not found in many dioceses in the United States. A 
description of the history and scope of the Archdiocesan Council of 
Catholic Women, together with a survey of some of its case work and a 
view of what is being done in other dioceses of the United States, and a 
list of reco~~ndations - not in the form of criticism but, rather, 
suggestion, ~ill be of interest to those who are eager to promote the 
welfare of Christian marrie.ge by providing a casework service for people 
who need outside assistance for the solution of their marital or family 
difficulties. 
,...... 
.------------------------------------------------------------~ 
CHA.P.rm I. 
THE :BACKGROUND OF TID.: .A.RCHDIOCESAlJ COt."l~CIL OF C.A'.rHOLIC "H01l~J 
IlJ CHICAGO - ITS CONJ:f.!iiCTIOK YIB'H TH:Z lJATIOKAL 
COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOM'Ela' 
The Council of Catholic Women is not a title of a particular 
organization, rather, it is a phase of activity in the Church that comes 
under the generic headin:; "Catholic Action". To attempt to describe part 
of the work of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women of Chicago with-
out a proper orientation of that part to the whole, would be fruitless 
since it would present a picture barren of the motive, the spirit, the 
soul of activity. The result would be a truncated, distorted image of a 
social work that is vital, energetic and spiritual and all the time 
personal and human. The manner of procedure must be to see the wide, all-
embracing scope of Catholic .Action, then its re~tric tion to the national 
level, which is the National Catholic Welfare Conference, next the local 
representation. among women, the ArChdiocesan Council of Catholic Women 
and, finally, a phase of the work of the local Council, the Family Service 
it provides. 
Catholic Action is not something new in the Church. Its definition 
"the participation of the laity in the apostolate of the Church's hier-
archy111 was true when St. Paul preached and spread the Christian message 
with the aid of the lay people2 and it is true today when the laity is 
1. POPE PIUS XI: in his Discourse to the Young Women's Section of The 
Catholic Action of Italy, March 19, 1927. 
2. Passim in the Acts of the Apostles. 
1 
2 
called to as.sist the successors of the apostles in their mission. But in 
our modern day the tempo of living has been accelerated with a consequent 
diminution of reflection on things eternal and on relationships within the 
corporate body of Christianity. A conversion is necessary if the welfare 
and balance of society is to be restored. "Catholic Action sets before 
itself the diffusion of Christ's Kingdom among individuals, in the family 
and throughout society. 113 
To convert the world to Christ, the laity of the world is called upon 
to aid the bishops. But in defining it, Pius XI states: "Catholic Action 
consists not merely of the pursuit of personal Christian ~erfection, which 
is however before all others its first and greatest end, but it also 
consists of a true apostolate in which Catholics of every socia-l class 
participate, coming thus to be united in thought a.nd mind around those 
centers of sound doctrine and multiule sociP.l activity, legitimately 
instituted and, as a result, aided and sustained by the authority of the 
bishops. 4 
Implied in the Pope's definition is the active association of the lait 
in the activities that the hierarchy deem necessary for the welfare of the 
Church. The National Catholic Welfare Conference has interpreted this 
definition by indi eating the five component points: "The first and great-
est pursuit of Catholic Action is the pursuit of personal Christian 
perfection. Second: it is an apostolate in which all should participate. 
Third: such participation shoulc be one of unit in thought and action. 
Fourth: this unified activity must look for its sanction and guidance to 
duly authorized centers of sou.~d doctrine and multiple social activity. 
3. POPE PIUS XI: in his letter to Cardinal Segura, November 6, 1929. 
4. Letter to Cardinal Bertam, Primate of Belgimn, printed in the NCWC 
Review, 1929, Washington, D. C. 
3 
Fifth: such c.enters must be duly constituted, aided and sustained by the 
authority of the bishops."5 
In 1919 the hierarchy of the United States associated themselves in a 
union to discuss and decide upon policies with regard to those common 
questions which effect the well-being of the Church and of our country. 
In establishing the National Catholic Welfare Conference, the bishops were 
concerned with the existing needs or trends of our American Society which 
were common to all sections of the country; which were, in short, national 
and which could only be met by a national or united effort. In their 
study of the na. ti onal social life, the bishops recognized th8. t the demo-
cratic institutions of the United States offered unusual opportunities to 
the Church for carrying out her social mission and in reconstructing a 
Christian Society. To bring their decisions to the Catholic 11::<.1 ty and to 
secure the cooperation of the laity in the bishops' prograrn for re-
construction in society, the Department of Lay Organizations, composed of 
the Nationa.l Council of Catholic Men and the National Council of Catholic 
Women was established. The work of both of these groups is essentially 
the same, although different methods of attainment might be perceptible so, 
for the purpose of this paper, only the Council of Catholic Women is 
considered. 
The National Council of Catholic Women is a federation of (a) the 
national organizations of Catholic women, (b) the Diocesan Councils 
composed of Catholic women's organizations within the diocese federated 
a.ccording to the plan of the local bishops and (c) state and local 
organizations of Catholic women approved by their bishops to unite the 
5. Aids to Catholic Action, lJa.tional Catholic Welfare Conference, 
Washington, D. C., 1933· Page 13. 
4 
Catholic V"omen .of the United Stntes in organized effort in all useful 
fields of educational, social, religious and economic work fo:r the better-
ment of the p~ople. 
As the unit of ecclesiA.stical e,dministration is the diocese, so the 
logical unit of orgl'!ni zation is the diocese. In many dioceses the 
cooperating ~edium for united national action on the part of Catholic 
women in the Diocesan Council, intent upon maintaining Catholic 
principles and ideels. In the Archdiocese of Chicago the various women's 
organizati~ns have been united and they fulfill the mandate of the Pope 
for the laity to assist the bishops in the apostolate and the purpose of 
the National Council of Catholic Women to maintain Catholic ideals and 
principles by presenting the organization known as the Archdiocesan 
Council of Catholic Women. 
CHAF'FElR I I • 
AN HIS'rORICAL DESCRIP'l'ION OF 'l'HE COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN 
IN CHICAGO 
Chicago is a large city with a large metropolitan area that 
encomoasses many surrounding suburbs. The Archdiocese of Chicago is 
large too, there being 1,687,202 Catholics within its boundaries, and 
433 parishes serving them. 1 Among this great Catholic ponula,tion there 
are many Catholic organizations, some social in nature, some benevolent, 
all Catholic in perspective. These organizations run the gamut from the 
purely parochial Altar and Rosary Society to the national union, such as 
the Ladies of Isabella and the Catholic Order of ?oresters. 
While these various societies had their o~n individuality and 
objectives, and while they had their own individual projects, about which 
they were fervent and energetic, they did not present an organized 
interest to Catholics on a Il8. ti ona.l or a general scale. Their interest 
and s1.1pport was never lacking; they cooperated in their individual ways 
as isolated groups. But the Ordinary 'of Chicago did not have the women 
of Chicago a.s an a.malgaJAAted voice backing his !'l.ctivi ties and consonant 
with his plans. 
Under the ~.egis of the Right Reverend Auxiliary, Bernard J. Sheil, 
the tremendous task of Vi'elding all the women's organizations into one 
federation was undertaken. To draw all existing societies, guilds, 
auxiliaries, clubs and groups into a federation wherein they would retPin 
1. Catholic Directory, 1946. 
5 
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6 
their individuSli ty and yet be part of a unified alliance was the initial 
step. Invitations to an organizational meeting were addressed to all 
existing Catholic women's societies in the Chicago are~. With the 
executive work in the hands of the Reverend Timothy J. Rowan, then the 
editor of the New World, the Archdiocesan paper, the first meeting on 
August 22, 1930, launched the campaign for the establishment in the 
niocese of the Council of Catholic Women. 
The Uew World carried a press item exulaining "that the Council of 
Catholic Women was established in Chicago by Bishop Sheil in response 
to a. three-fold appeal. First came the a.p-oeal of His Holiness, Pius XI, 
for Catholic Action, or for a greater and more intimate participation by 
our laity in the vario~s activities of the Catholic Church. Speak"ing of 
Catholic Action, His Holiness, Pius XI, said: 'Catholic Action consists 
not merely of the pursuit of personal Christian perfection, which is, 
however, before all others its first and greatest end, but it also 
consists of a true ap::>stola te in which Catholics of every social class 
participate, coming thus to be united in thought and a.ction arCJund those 
centers of sound doctrine and multiple soci.<tl activity, legi tirnately 
constituted and, as a result, aided and sustained by the authority of the 
bishops.' The second appeal for a federation of Catholic women of the 
Archdiocese of Chicago was only an echo of the appeal of Catholic women. 
The third and last appeal car:J.e from the women of the Archdiocese of 
Chicago. The leaders of our Catholic Clubs and Societies for Catholic 
women wished to be more than Catholic in name, they wished to answer the 
appeal of Pius XI. They wished to place themselves and their efforts 
~ 
------------------------------------------------------------~ 
7 
under the dire'ction of the spiri tu.a.l head of the Archdiocese of Chicago 
so that great things could be accomplished and so that waste and 
duplication of effort mi5ht be, so far as possible, elimin1'1.ted. 112 
Previous to this declaration by the New World, Cardinal Mundelein 
described the potentialities of the Federation when, in giving his 
approval to the organization, he stated: "Were there harmony and 
solidarity in the 4oo,ooo Catholic women in this diocese, a unit like an 
army in battle, they could be invincible, they could a,ccomplish anything, 
they could carry any cause to victory. u3 By these words the Cardinal 
ins~ired the women of Chicago to press forward in their efforts to 
complete their organization. It is clear from his words that he wmild 
demand much fr1m this new association - and expect even more. 
To understand the Cardinal's intense interest in this new Federation, 
it will serve our purpose to recall the days of its inception and 
actuality. The Cardinal, as head of one of the largest dioceses in the 
country, was sorely pressed by the difficulties of the times and was 
much concerned with the problems that confronted his peop~e. Not only 
were there economic difficulties present because of the depression, but 
from these stem~ed moral and religious problems that ~rturbed the 
Catholic population in the city. False teachings, such as contraception 
as a means of avoiding the responsibility of a family and divorce as a 
means of dealing with internal family problems, were promulgl'lted by rik"tny, 
even social ~encies, to whom the troubled people had turned for succor. 
For Chicago the Council of Catholic Women would be a ;-reat aid in com-
batting false doctrine and for the Cardinal it would provide a veritable 
2. New World, November 11, 1330 . 
• New World, Nov~nber 28, 1930. 
rr~--------------------------------~ 
army of messengers to carry the word of his teaching apostolate to all 
corners, to the highest and the lowest, in his diocese. His interest, 
then, can readily be interpreted a.s a keen awareness of the Council of 
Catholic Women being a universal contact vri th all the Catholic women 
in Chicago. 
The New World, which bad been n~ed as the official nevrs organ of 
the Council of Catholic Women of ~the Archdiocese of Chicago, carried in 
it's columns during the year 1930-31 the names of the various wornen' s 
orga."lizations as they ascribed the~:1selves to the Federation. There were 
many, too numerous to mention, but the names of a few will indicRte the 
breadth of the new Council of Catholic Women. Besides the various parish 
societies, such as the Altar and Rosary Society, the Tabernacle Society, 
that existed in the ve.rio'llS parishes, there were those that were larger 
in scope, such as: The Catholic Daughters of America, the Ladies of 
Isabella, South Side Catholic Women's Club, Ladies c~.tholic Benevolent 
Association, Catholic Order of Foresters, Catholic Women's Lea.,o-ue, the 
Illinois Club for Catholic Women, the Big Sisters, the LE~dies Auxilil'!.ry 
of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and the Edgevrater Catholic Women's 
Club. By June, 1933, the Council could boast 650 branches in the 
Council of Chicago. 4 
The Charter of the Council contained the details of orgP.nization 
and the purpose of the Council: 
1. To unite the efforts of Catholic women throughout 
the Archdiocese by fostering a better understand-
ing and appreciation of the war:<:: of the various 
organi za ti ons. 
~---------~2~.--~To further spiritual and material understanding 
U. New World, June 5, 1933. 
Within the Archdiocese by fostering through 
concentrated effort, suer: snecific activities 
as shall from time to time be referred to it 
by the Bishop A.uxi lia:r:r. 5 
Bishop Sheil bad prepared thr ground for the formation of this cha.rter 
9 
by stating earlier 11 I should say tlk'\t ch::-.ri table, religious, educational 
and welfare work will be the object of the organization. u6 The a.p;;roved 
charter was very much in accord with the ideas of the Cardinal Archbishop 
who was gravely concerned with the urgencies of the times and the grave 
needs of his people. 
Immediately upon association with the Council, the various women's 
organizations became acutely aware of the social and welfare problems 
confronting tne Cardinal. Indications of various needs prompted the 
various individual societies to volunteer for special duties as outlined 
by the Council. The Catholic Daughters of Ar.lerica, for example, Rn 
affiliate of the Council, made themselves the Auxiliary for St. Mary's 
Training School, one of the chari tA.ble institutions of the diocese. The 
South Side Women's Club, also an affiliate, expressed the intention to 
devote most of its energies to the development of the Little Comp~my of 
Mary Hospita1. 7 
There were other interests of the Council in Chicago besides the 
social problems of the Catholic women. 'J.lhere were such subjects in 
their progrruu as Retreats ~d Days of Recollection, to bolster the 
spiritual life of its mer;:ibers; the study of the Papal Peace Plan, 
International Relations and the establish.rJent of a library for the 
5. The Charter of the Chicago Council of Catholic ~omen, approved 
May, 1931 - from the files of the New World. 
6. New World, November 11, 1330. 
7. New World, June 17, 1931. 
10 
broader unders~a~ding of the Church in relation to the world about it. 
But our special interest in this paper is the welfare work done by the 
Council. And the welf~re work gradually became specific in two general 
c.irections: the establishment of shelters for homeless, unemployed women 
and the Family Consultation ServicA• 
Father John Barrett had succeeded to the position of exec'J_tive 
director, after the organizational work was underway. He indicated by 
statement that the work that was being done by the Council was clearly 
in keeping with the purpose of the organization by saying: "There are 
four main projects of social service of the Council of Catholic Women: 
(1) opening of c~nters in underprivileged districts, (2) extension of 
summer school work in congested areas, (3) extension of social work in 
courts and (4) fostering of girl welfare work, including Retreats. 118 
It was not for Father Barrett to see these projects carried to fruition, 
because it became necessary for him to relinquish his post in the Council 
to maintain his other duties with the Hospital Board. Under the 
direction of his successor, Father James Curr;y, the full scope of this 
ambitious program was to be developed. With his energy and d.ri ve and 
with his vision of the VP..st possibilities of the Council, Father Curry 
was greatly instrumental in bringing the hopes of the Council to 
realization, particularly in the Family Consultation Service, which 
he describes as 11 an indispensable activity of the Council 11 .9 
1332. 
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cH.A.PTm ur. 
THE D£V:ii.LOPM.ri.NT Olt THZ F.A1liLY COliJSUL'.I:A':;:'IO!~ SZRVICE 
OF TH£ .A.RCHDI OCESAl-; COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC 
WOM:Q~ OF CHICAGO 
Previous to the formation of the Council, various inrU vidual 
societies had made sporadic efforts to provide a family service. Their 
efforts, however, v.-ere limited by scope anet fina."1.cial restrictions that 
prevented any full set-de effort. It was a matter of general agreement 
that a Catholic representative in the courts could be very effective in 
preventing continued breRkdown of an individual once she had come under 
the jurisdiction of the court. Ji,or men the Holy Neme Society had been 
of great benefit in the Boys Court, the Auto Court and the Juvenile 
Court. The Big Sisters had attempted to provide a service in the Juvenile 
Court of Chic~o. 
All of the individual efforts of the various societies were absorbed 
by the Council when it formed the Legion of Mercy. This was an activity 
of the Council provided by volunteer workers from the various units of 
the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic ·~lonen, who profferred ·their services 
to help those of their sex who had come into the courts. They did a £ind 
of case work that was energetic and wholehearted, guided by information 
gleaned from lectures given for their direction by a staff of professional 
social workers. Their work was in the Women's Court and the Court of 
Domestic Relations. To them, through referral from the court, came 
women, Catholic in religion, needing advice, assistance or direction. 
11 
12 
The work they did was highly a-ppreciated a.nd significantly effective. 
Judge Leon EdelmA.n wrote of them, saying: 11 I would consider myself 
derelict in my duty if I did not recognize in writing the splendid work 
done by your Legion of Mercy in my court. It is not an idle gesture on 
my part to give full recognition to the fact that your own kindliness 
anc dee'O-rooted knowledge of human affa.irs and human beings imparted by 
you to those of the Legion of Mercy, who, under your supervision had had 
direct charger of the work in my court, has itself been of i1IIL1ense value 
in the successful operE!tion of our Social Service Department •...• I am 
frank to say that the machine provided by the municipality would be 
entirely inadequate to cope with those problems thoroughly and effectively 
without the splendid aid of organizations such as your Legion of .Mercy. 11 1 
The Legion of Mercy fulfilled in its time a genuine func.tion that, 
under the circumstances, could not have been obtained in any other way. 
The time of its origin should be noted: The United States was just 
emerging from the depths of the depression. There was great need of 
social work in all fields, especially in the farr.dly; but there was not at 
hand the trained workers to fill the positions, nor were there funds 
available to create a staff of professional social workers. Probably 
much criticism could be raised about the technica.l functioning of the 
Legion, and the statement that their work w~s not "professional" could 
be well substantiated. But the criticism would be a. "post factum" one, 
made in the present time and envir~~~ent when social work has stepped 
forth from its swaddling clothes to become a> fully-recognized professional 
activity. What the Legion accomplished is highlighted by the great 
l. New World, March 6, 1936. 
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energy employe~, the principles engendered and the results obtained. In 
its time, the Legion of Mercy made a valuable contribution towards re-
lieving some of the congestion that blocked family happiness. 
The Legion of Mercy was the predecessor of the present Family 
Consultation Service. Established in 1933, the Legion fuAc·tioned until 
1941 when a reorganization of this activity was recognized as imperative.2 
The needs of the times demanded that a full-tin~ professional staff of 
case workers was a vital requisite for the future of the Family Service. 
The megnitude of the work that had been undertaken, the need of thorough 
case work and the load that the workers were required to carry demanded 
trained case workers under trained and efficient supervisors be obtained. 
To this end the Family Service of the Council was reorganized and placed 
under a professional basis. Because of their training, professional 
workers could proceed more efficiently in the handling of cases and could 
utilize their efforts more effectively. The results in the closing 
of cases proved the value of this reorganization. 
At the present, under the ir~ediate direction of the Executive 
Director of the Council, there is a professional staff consisting of a 
supervisor, caseworkers and typists. In general, the Council tries to 
meet the specifications of the Family Service Association of America which 
classifies the personnel as follows: 
Caseworker. The caseworker is the practitioner in the field of 
social work who has met specified e.ducational and personal qualifications 
and is trained and equipped to use dynamic understanding of the individual 
in society. This practice is carried out within the agency function 
through the establishment of a professional relationship directed toward 
2. New World, October 12, 1941. 
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helping the cl~ent solve his problems, utilizing his own capacities and 
community resources. Among these specified educational qualifications 
is a minimmn of one year's 9rofessional training in an anproved school 
and a field work course of six months in a recognized agency. 
Supervisor. The supervisor is the case worker with experience in 
and responsibility for assisting another to pra.ctice social case work 
in accordance with the definition of supervision. Supervision is the 
dynamic enabling process through which the supervi~or helps the case 
worker to practice social case work within the function of the agency 
and with awareness of accurnu.lated knJwledge and skill in other fields 
and disciplines. This process involves education, consultation, evalua-
tion and administration. It is a changing relationship and its focus 
shifts according to the professional development of the case worker and 
of the supervisor, his growing skill and enlarging range of duties. 
Typist. The typist is to take shorthand notes from dictation and 
accurately to transcribe them on a typewriter; to do general typing and 
~ 
simple clerical work.~ 
The wage standard for the professional personnel is graded to meet 
the compensation given by other similar agencies. .FJvery effort is ma.de 
to keep the workers abreast of all progress in the field of social work, 
and these efforts are complimented by the program of the workers-in-
training. But over and beyond the professional skills of the workers, 
there is the intimate understanding of the words of Pope Pius: 11 There 
is no duty more urgent than to make known the unfathomable riches of 
Christ. 11 4 
3. Classifications 
he 
CHA .. P'l':EB IV. 
THE MA:l'RI:JOlUA.L CURIA OF THE DIOCESE 
A.UD 'rH.E ARCHDIOCESAN COUNCIL 
OF CA.'lliOLIC WOM:a'l~ 
Because of the present tendencies toward increased frunily dis-
organization, the Archbishop of Chicago has been most solicitous that 
every measure be employed to counteract in his Archdiocese the current 
thought regarding easy divorce, so prevalent throughout America today. 
At his instigation, the Matrimonial_ Court of the Archdiocese was enlarged, 
the personnel was augmented, and the facilities for helpins people with 
marital problems were runplified. In 1941 the Family Consultation Service 
of the Council of Catholic Women of Chicago took over the work of supply-
ing casework service to the Matrimonial Court. 1be Cardinal had in mind 
a matrimonial court and a social service patterned somewhat after the 
plan of action that functions between the Municipal Court of Chicago a.nd 
its Social Service Department. His primary aim was prevention of divorce 
and separ8.tion; his secondary aim was the r€'noval of causes and factors 
that contributed to the marital or domestic probl~n. The Matrimonial 
Court could be an effective means of attaining these objectives if its 
Social Service Department were to investigate the people and the problem 
and, through home investigation, to determine the value of the 
accusations and through treatment to eliminate the sources of trouble, 
that domestic tranquility might ensue. 
Table I illustrates the reasons for growing ap~rehension regarding 
11'1 
~----------------------------------------~ 
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the rise in divorce. The pace has, for the most part, been steadily 
progressive with great spurts after national calamities such as the first 
World War and the depression. Figures for the post-war period after 
World War II will show an even greater disregard for the permanence of 
the marriage bond, with a corresponding increase in the divorce rate • 
• 
A Catholic, living in an atruosphere of light regard for marital union, 
cannot escape the conflict arising from the meeting of such an attitude 
with the indubitable and immutable principles of Christian marriage. 
The recession from the traditional regard for the sanctity and in-
dissolubility of the marriage bond has paralleled the spread of 
Secularism in the world. .Even non-Catholic Sociologists view the 
present trends with alarm: 11 The family as a sacred union of husband and 
wife, of parents and children, will continue to disintegrate. Divorce 
and separations will increase until any profound difference between 
socially sanctioned marriage and illicit sex relationship disappears. 
Children will be separated earlier and earlier from parents. The main 
socio-cultural functions of the family will further decrease until the 
family becomes a mere incidental cohabi tn.tion of male and female while 
the home will become a mere overnight parking place mainly for sex 
relationship. 111 
Moreover, outside the Catholic Church, there has been no great 
s ta.nd taken by other Churches against the tides sweeping away regarc. for 
the sanctity of marriage. In fact, a spirit of compromise between 
:hurch teaching and the thought of the world has weakened vitally even 
the few remnants of present respect for the dib~ity of marriage. 
1. ]?. A. SOROKIN: Social and Cultural Dynamics, Vol. IV, Page 776, 
New York 
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TABLE I. 
Divorce .Rate in the United States, 1887-1940 
Year 
1887 
1900 
1910 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1338 
1939 
134o 
Number 
27,919 
55,751 
83,045 
104,298 
114,000 
121,564 
116,254 
141,527 
170,505 
159,580 
148,815 
165,096 
17'),952 
175,449 
180,853 
192,037 
195,939 
201,468 
131,591 
183 '664 
160,338 
165,000* 
204, )()0 
218,000 
236,000 
250,000 
244,000** 
251,000 
264,000 
Per 100 
Population 
0~47 
o. 73 
0.30 
1.05 
1.13 
1.20 
1.12 
1.35 
1.60 
1.47 
1.-35 
1.48 
1.51 -
1.53 
1.55 
1.62 
1.63 
1.66 
1.56 
1.48 
1.28 
1.3 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
1.9 
1.:,1 
2.0 
Per 100 
Marriages 
5-5 
7·9 
8.8 
10.4 
10.6 
10.6 
11.6 
12.3 
13.4 
13.7 
n.1 1~.4 
14.4 
14.8 
15.0 
16.0 
16.6 
16.<: 
..' 
17.0 
17.3 
16.~ 
.,; 
15.0 
15.7 
16.4 
17.2 
17.5 
18.5 
18.3 
16.9 
Per 100 Marria.ges 
Average for Pre-
Ceding 10 Years 
9-17 
9-97 
11.7 
12.3 
11.5 
13.7 
16.0 
14.7 
13-5 
14.7 
15.0 
15.2 
15.5 
16.4 
16.5 
16.8 
16.2 
15.6 
14.1 
14.3 
17.6 
18.6 
13.8 
20.6 
1).9 
20.3 
20.6 
Table (I) from Niml-:off, idem., Page 626. The table quoted is from the 
Bureau of Census, !.1."l..'riage and Divorce, 1931 (i7ashington, D. C., 1932) ; 
Marriage and Divorce, 1932 (1934); lJa.rrie_,ge and Divorce Statistics -
tr. S. 1887 to 1937 (194o); :ilstimated Number of Divorces by State; U. S. 
1937-194o (1942). 
* - Estimate from 1933 to 1937 made by Samuel A. Stouffer and Lyle 
M. Spencer, "Recent Increases in Marriage and Divorce", American 
Journal of Sociology, 44:551-54. 
** - Estima,tes for 1938-4o made by the :Bureau of Census, Vi tal 
Statistics, Special Reports, Vol. 15, Page 193, March 20, 
1942. 
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The nature of Catholic marriage, however, is such that once a 
marriage is validly contracted it is indissoluble. Tnis indissolubility 
is both intrinsic and extrinsic, once the marriage is ratified and 
consummated. 2 The whole fabric of Catholic tradition is impregnated 
with this doctrine and throughout the his tory of the Church, 
ecclesiastical practice has been to defend the I:larriage bond by word 
e.nd. deed. The substance of Christian marriage is contained in a brief, 
concise exposition in the 11Decree for the Armenians". This decree 
follows closely the letter of St. Thomas• work 11 De articulis fidei et 
Ecclesiae S~cramentis 11 .3 The Revised Code of Canon Law, however, serves 
best to express what the teaching body of the Church has held and taught 
to be of faith during the centuries. 4 These l.Etws indicate the pristine. 
Christian concept and the present application. 
In the face of the rising tide of divorce, the force of Canon 1029 
has refreshing clarity and fixation of purpose. The Canon states that 
husband and wife are obliged to observe community of conjugal life unless 
a just reason excuses. Divorce with the right to remarry can never be 
permitted. Separation by reason of adultery is permitted by Canon 1129. 
Separation for other causes is considered in the subsequent Canons. 
But the practice of referral to the Ordinary for his permission must be 
observed. 
With this general picture of the attitude of the Church regarding 
o.ivorce e.nd separation, the activity of the Family Consultation Service 
2. OTT:~T, BE~TARD J., S. J.: InstitutiohmDos~~ticae, Vol VI, Section III, 
Loyola University Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1925. 
3. D:ElTZIGER, HENRY: Enchiridion Synlbolorum, #702, Herder and Co., 
Friburg, 1332. 
4. The Code of Canon Law, Title VII, Canon 10l2 to '1143. 
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can be considered, and its referrals to the Chancery Office can rnore 
readily be understood. 
Through a working agreement with the Clerk of the Municipal Court, 
the Council of Catholic Women of the Archdiocese has a representative 
in the Social Service Department to whom is referred all cases involving 
Catholics. Not all the cases, of course, that come to her are marriage 
problems; they run the gamut from alcoholism to child aba.ndonr.aent. 
But for the purpose of this chapter, the referrals are limited to those 
concerned with ma.rit1=tl problems. 
The representative institutes casework procedure to discover the 
true nature of the problem. Through interviews, attempts ere made for 
treatment to alleviate or cure the trouble. If the client persists in 
the quest of a divorce or separation, the caseworker then outlines the 
Catholic doctrine regarding marriage, the duties devolvir~ upon her to 
seek nermission from the Ordinary of the diocese for permission to enter 
. . 
r>. civil suit. The client is then referred to the Matrimonial Court of 
the ArChdiocese. 
At present, because of the overwhelming n11mber of cases on the 
docket of the Court, the priests who act as me;nbers of the Court are under 
pressure and cannot sive to each case the time they would like to bestow. 
Their desiC.era.tum would be to act as judges only if their other role, as 
( 
counsellors, would not solve the case. As counsellors, they would 
utilize every available resource to aid their clients and remove the cause 
of disturbance. Here the Family Consultation Service would aid them by 
providing a complete file. that included not only interviews but home 
visitations, investigations of associates and environment and a detailed 
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personality report. The priest then would have at hand a good dossier 
Rnd could advise and counsel accordingly. Only after the exhaustion of 
these resources would he consider the petition for permission for 
separation or divorce. The complete report is presently not available to 
these judges so, if grounds for ecclesiastical permission for .civil suit 
are established and if efforts for reconciliation are ineffectual, the 
client can be given permission to enter the civil court with her petition. 
The ca.seworker again enters the case at this juncture if the client 
needs legal aid and is unable to procure it. Through the efforts of the 
Council, legal representation is obtained for those who cannot afford it. 
Both the legal representative and the caseworkers are given the proper 
courtesy by the courts when they appear. The background. material provided 
by the caseworker is properly evaln.'3.ted by the court •. 
GHA.P.r:ant. v. 
A.l~ A.lif.ALYSIS 01:' 'l1URTY-T,.;Q CAS::S FROl.i TKSi FIL::~s 0:&' THii FALiiLY 
CONSUI,TATIOlT S.BRVIC E OF TH? CHICAGO ARCHDIOC:::SAN 
COUl~CIL OF CA'l'HOLI C WOhFl~ TO ILLUS;l'RAT~~ THE 
N.A.TURfi: OF CASr:s REF"::RRED ~.,OR ASSISTANCE 
A study of thirty-two cR-ses WR.S made for the purpose of orientation 
in the wor};: of the Fnmily Consultation Service. These cases were selected 
at random, with no intention of obtaining a complete srunple, but merely 
to enter into the files of the Consultation Service to derive an 
acquaintance with the kind of case being handled, the work being done 
and the termination of the cases in order that a description of this work 
might be set forth. 
Of these thirty-two cases, eleven ended in divorce, twelve obtained 
decrees of separate maintenance, five were reconciled and four failed to 
return to the Agency after the initiR.l interview, or failed to keep an 
appointment ma~e with the Matrimonial Court of the Archdiocese. All of 
these cases had been referred to the Diocesan MEttrir;lOnial Court for their 
decision and advice. 
Of the number of divorces only four had permission to seek civil 
div~rce (to accomnlish the civil effects only, not to obtain the right 
to remarry, of course). One client obtained a legal divorce before she 
knew of the obligation of obtaining eviscopal permission for such l'loction. 
One client acted pertinaciously, flaunting the action of the MR,trimonial 
Court of the Archdiocese, and a dec.r,ee of excommunication was entered. 
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In one other case, permission was given by the Ma.trimonir:tl Court for a 
suit of separate maintene.nce but the civil action terminated in divorce. 
In one other case permission for a temporary sep&ration wa.s ap!_)roved by 
the juil.ge of the Matrimonial Court but the parties pursued a legal divorce. 
The remaining case was referred to the Matrimonial Court for their action 
but the clients failed to keep the appointment and proceeded to obtain a 
1 egal divorce. 
Of the twelve separation cases ten had episcopal permission, one 
had permission for a temporary separe.tion and the other was advised to 
make renewed effort to keep their marriage intact and to 9ursue domestic 
tranquility. The cases that failed to appear at the Matrimonial Court 
had had appointraents made f:>r them and their lack of cooperation is the 
reason for closing the case. 
Among the thirty-two cases there were five cases in which both 
husband and wife were foreign-born, two in which the husband was foreign-
born, one in which the wife was foreign-born and the other twenty~four 
cases had both husband and wife native-born. The average length of time 
in which the case was active in the hands of the Consultation Service 
was 17-3/4 months. This covers not only cases that were handled without 
interruption but also cases that were closed and then reopened. The 
L1ajor reason for appeal in ten cases was infidelity; d~{enness was the 
first reason alleged in twelve other cases, while non-support was given 
as the greatest reason in four cases. Incompatibility was primary in 
four cases, cruelty in one and desertion in one. 
The husband alone was the support of the family in twenty cases; 
in another ten both husband and wife were working; in one instance the 
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family was on relief and in the other both husband and wife were unemployed 
The income of the family was an item of interest. In sixteen cases the 
yearly income was $2,500.00 or less; in seven it was between $2,500.00 and 
$4,ooo.oo. Two cases l~d incomes between $4,ooo.oo and $6,000.00 while 
in two cases the annual income was over $6,000.00. The other cases were 
u.nrepor ted. 
Considering· the thirty-two cases, the writer found that the average 
nu~ber of cluldren per family was 2.68. One family had eight children, 
one ~.d none. It was rerna.rY...able to note that most of these families had 
more thAn one child. Mowrer, in his study of farrdly disor6anization in 
a large city1 and c~~en in his study of divorce2 present a picture that 
shows disorganization in those marriages that have no children, or only 
one child, to be greater proportionately than in those marriages where 
there are more cr~ldren. The proportion of divorce is lower in those 
families where the number of children is greater -- almost an inverse 
ratio is had between the number of children and the number of divorces. 
The following figure serves somewhat as an illustration of this point) 
l!'IGURE I. Comparison of Marriage and Children and Divorce • 
. 6 .f f.~ !..Y 1.6 /..f 
1. MOi1R.m, EIU;ES'r: Family Disorganization, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1339. 
2. CAH~T, ALFRED: Statistical Analysis of American 0ivorce, Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1333. 
"3. Based upon Bureau of Census, Preliminary Marri~e. Statistics for 26 
States, 1' .59, v·tal Statistics, Special Reports, Vol. 15, #8, Page 86, 
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Two of the .marriages, among the thirty-two used as an illustration, 
were civil; two were revalidations, the rest were in the Catholic Church. 
HusbP~d and wife were both Catholic in thirty cases, in one case the 
husband ha.d no religion and in the other ca.se the husband was a Protestant. 
An interesting i tern had to be passed over for want of record, namely, the 
length of time the marriage perdured from the time of marriq:;e to the 
first call at the Agency. There was a record for only nine cases in the 
thirt;:r-two, but the figures were startling since they showed that appeal 
to the Agency was not after a hasty marriage in which time for domestic 
and marital adjustment was lack: ins• The following figure indicates the 
length of the life of the nine marriages to the time when the problem 
needed outside assistance. 
FIGURE II. The Duration of Nine Marriages, From the Time 
of Marriage to the Time of Aupeal to the Agency • 
...-------------------------------.... 
····- = • ----·-------~-,----·-·-----. 
~-L.--------------------1 f!!----..--------· '*-MO. 0 o -----· --· -··-· ---....... ·------4 
-----------------------· -------··-·""1 
Only two negro families were found among the thirty-two cases; one 
\vhi te girl was married to a Filipino, whole one was married to an Indian. 
The remainder of the cases had both husband and wife as white. 
Of the thirty-two cases, twenty-nine husbands had their ages recorded. 
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The average age .was 24.4 years. In the t.l-J.irty cases that b8.d the ages of 
the wives recorded, the average age was 21.03 years. This is the a,se of the 
wife and husband at the time of rrarriage. Only one instance of early 
~rriage is recorded, the bridge being fifteen, the husband twenty-seven. 
In this case both parties were Catholic, married in the Church; four 
children were born to the family and the income was in the lower bracket, 
around $2,500.00. Both husband and wife were foreign-born; the reason for 
a0?eal to the Agency was drunkenness on the part of the husband. The 
case closed with the wife obtaining separate maintenance with the 
aporobation of the Bishop. 
The illustration provided by these thirty-two cases corroborates 
one of the general conclusions of this paper, munely, that, with 
intensified inv.estigation of horne conditioB and environment, the ll'a'11ily 
Consultation Service can provide its greatest service through preventive 
work. After the reading of these cases. one can make the inference tha.t 
so many contributing factors enter into each case history, that the 
domestic problem is merely the supervisia.l indi CB.tion of an underlying 
discord. If the facilities were at hand, all the factors coulc1. be studied: 
the racial question, the ages of the clients at the time of their marriage, 
the economic status of the family, the fact of both husband e.nd wife work-
ing for the family support, the religious di:ferences and their effect 
upon domestic tranquility in mixed nmrriages, the number of children in 
each family, the environment of the family horne. :Each one of these 
points could be the source of the pressure that ultimately erupts into 
domestic discord. The investigation of each and every one of these fa.ctors 
together with an analysis of its bearing upon the family and a recommends.-
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tion of treatment would be an invaluable adjunct to each case history. 
, 
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CHART I. A BR..EAKD:YiilJ 01' 32 CASES US:tZil AS AH ILLUSTRATIOn Ol!' TlL CAS'~S OF 'TIL li'AL:U.Y COlZSUL'.2A.TI01 
SL.."ttVIC~ O:Ji' 'l'H£ ARCHDIOC::<SAK COUNCIL OF CA'XHOLIC ','imCll~ 01!' CHICAGO. 
Reason Length Closing 
of Chancery of of 
iativit~ Race Age Marria~e Rel. Children Income :Ein]2lo;yment .A.J2Eeal Action Treat. Case b;<l; 
H W H WH w H \'1 H w MOlE'HS 
n n w w 29 26 c c c 2 a ... * Infidel. SMA. 7 Divorce 
f n w w 33 29 c c c 1 a * Dr~. Sl:ilA 15 S. M. 
n nw w 24 22 c c c 2 a * Incomp. Absent 6 Absent 
n n w w 20 19 Revalid. C c 7 a * • Non-sup. SMA. 14 S. H. 
n n v; w 23 18 c c c 5 b * Infid.el. SMA. 6 S. M. 
n n w w 24 26 c c c 3 b * * Drunk. EXC 1 Divorce 
f f w w 20 20 c c c 4 b ... Non-sup. SW.A. 61 S. M. 
n nw w 24 21 c c c 0 - • Infidel. NA 7 Divorce 
f f w w 28 26 c c c 4 b * Drunk. New eff. 66 Reconcile 
n nw w 24 20 c c c 2 b * * Drunk. RO::C01JCILB 63 Reconcile 
f f F w -- 22 Civil c c 2 a ... Cruelty DA 7 Absent 
n n w w 30 21 c c c 2 Relief - - Incomp. NA 1~ .s. 1~/r. 
n n I w 20 17 c none C 3 b * Desert. DA Divorce 
n nw w 21 21 c c ,... 2 a • Infidel. Sl,:.A. a s. 1.:. v n nlf N 20 17 Civil f'l c 2 a * Infidel. SMA. S. E. v 
f f w w 27 15 c c c 4 a * Drun.'.c. SMA 4 s. ~.:. 
f nw w 25 27 c c c 8 d * Infidel. SlvlA 79 s. h!. 
n n w w 21 23 ('< c c 1 v a * * Drm1Jr.. R3:C'JlTCILE 5 Reconcile 
n nw w 32 22 Civil p c 1 a * * Drunl:. Absent 3 Absent 
w 31 19 c c ,.. 2 a * Drunl<:. TSA. 43 Divorce n n w \; 
n f w w 24 20 c c c 2 c * * Drurik:. SlvlA. 35 S. M. 
n nw w 23 18 c c c 2 a "' Incomp. TSA. 17 s. r .. :. 
n nw w 21 17 c ,.. " v \.1 1 a "' * Infidel. HO A 17 Divorce 
n n w w 21 17 c c c ~ ~ a * * Dr,uL"l:. Sl11A 21 s ,. • 1',, .• 
n nw w 20 18 c c c 3 a * l~on-sup. Absent 8 Absent 
n nw w 25 21 c c c 1 p, * Infidel. NO A 15 Divorce 
w 22 21 c ..... c 4 c * Infidel. NO 4 3 Divorce n n w ..... 
n n w w -- -- c c c 2 b * Infidel. SMA. 6 Reconcile 
f f w w 29 28 c c c 5 - * Non-su-n. DA 28 Divorce 
n n w w -- -- c c c 4 - "' Dr1.1nk. DA 5 Divorce 
n n w w 25 17 Revalid. C c 1 d * * Incomp. Absent ~ Reconcile ""' 
n n w w 23 23 c c c 1 - Unemploy. Drunk. Sk:A. 7 s. 1.~. 1\) ...... 
H 
w 
n 
f 
N 
w 
F 
I 
c 
p 
none 
revalid. 
SVJt. 
DA. 
NA 
EXC 
drunk. 
non-sup. 
incomp. 
a 
b 
c 
d 
KEY TO ABB,?EVIATI 01\fS 
USED IlJ CHART I 
- husband 
-wife 
- native-born 
- foreign-born 
- Negro 
- Vihite 
- Filipino 
- Indian 
- Catholic 
- Protestant 
- no religion 
- revalidated 
- Separate Maintenance Approved 
- Divorce Ap~oved 
- No Approval 
- Excommunication 
- drunkenness 
- non-support 
incompatibility 
- under $2,500.00 a year 
- from $2,500.00 to $4,000.00 a year 
- from $4,ooo.oo to $6,ooo.oo a year 
- over $6,000.00 a year 
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CHA.PTL'R VI • 
THB FAMILY cm;·sut'I'A'.i:ION SllR.VIC£ OF THE A.RCHDIOCESAl:J 
COUliCIL OJ!' CATHOLIC 'JOi1ll~H OF CHICAGO AliSD 
THE S~V!CES OF OTHc~ DIOCESES 
The Family Consultation Service fills a great need in the Arch-
diocese of Chicago a..."'ld, although of recent origin, has shown promising 
indications of fruitful e;rowth. \7hile it is a definite, :progressive step 
for the alleviation of marital and domestic problems, and while it is 
unique in its setting, it is not alone in its field. Other dioceses are 
attempting to fill the function of the Family Comult~tion Service by ~.n 
arrangement of facilities that best meets the needs of their co~~~"'lity. 
They \'.'orlc alorg the same lines but, from the descriptions of the various 
agencies, it is apparent that they have not projected their prograra to the 
ambitious extent that Chicago has, nor has there been so close a tie-in 
VTi th the .Matrimonial CoUl·t of the diocese as there is in Chica.so. M...-my 
other dioceses recosnize the importance and necessity of the function that 
the Frunily Consultation Service extends, but limitation of funds, lack of 
uroper facilities and dearth of trained personnel prevent their adopting 
a. full-scale fa.rni ly service-and-counselling program. 
A questionnaire was sent out to the more prominent dioceses in the 
United States to derive a description of their family service facilities 
and· org@izati on. The selection ?f the mailing list was made on the basis 
of the size of the diocese, the possible need of such a. service in that 
-area and the presence of a large urban cornre1uni ty in the diocese. Twenty-
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four replies wel.'e received; some descr:i.bed in detail the activities, 
facilities and functioning of their agency; others responded very 
succinctly to the questions proposed. The following table gives a brief 
conspectus of the replies; and an exposition of them on a comparative 
basis with Chicago comes subsequently. 
From the replies to the questionnaire, the follovring facts have been 
gathered: In fifteen of the twenty-four dioceses, there is an established 
]'emily Service that is somewhat similar in function, though not in scope, 
to the Family Consultation Service of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic 
Women of Chice.go. Of these, ~11, with but one exception, is connected 
with the Catholic Charities of the respective dioceses. The one 
exception is Newark, New Jersey, which has a consultation service 
connected with the Chari ties Office as well as one connected with the 
Council of Catholic Women in the diocese. The connection with the 
Charities in these inst~nces is a clo~ely-inte€rate~ one, ~o that the 
consultation service is a part of the f"Lmctionir:.g of the Charity Agency •. 
In Chicago. there is an affiliation of the Family Consultation Service 
with the Charity Bureau, but there is a difference in facilities and 
execution. The affiliation is made by referral of cases to the 
Consultation Service and by the finc:mcial arran:serrents whereby the 
structure of the Chari ties provides some funds for the subsistence of 
the Family Consultation Service. 
Monsignor William 0 1 Con;:>.or, the Bishop's representative for Charity 
in Chicago, describes the affiliation as follows: 11 1""ne spE,ci;:-,lized field 
of cou..J.sellirJ6 and service in pro Jlel!ls of domestic discorC. and r;Ja.rital 
relationships was centralized in this agency {jhe Family Consultation 
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Service of the Council of Catholic Worue~ for Catholic frunilies. Other 
social problems and all cases i~volving financial assista.nce are the 
responsibility of the Catholic Charity .Bureau, Department of Family Ca"re. 
"1 A close working relationship was established between these two agencies. 
All of these dioceses have a priest-director as the Bishop's 
representative for charity. He acts a.s executive in charge of the 
charity bureau. Helping him in his manifold duties is the staff which, 
in many instances, is well-established and well-trained for the work of 
the charity office. The work they do, however, is, in general, co-
extensive with the Charity Bureau of the Archdiocese of Chic~o but does 
not include r:1arri Ege counsell ir,g and casework for marital problems, as 
a. general rille. 
Six replies stated that they handled personality problens directly, 
the others implied that their services were ex·censive enough to be used in 
all si tu.ations requiri,ng help for readjustment. It can be inferred, then, 
from the nature of the replies to the questionnc.ire th:_:!.t all dioceses 
contacted, in SJLle degree or other, render ht?lp in personality problems. 
The s~ne can be said of rnarital dif~iculties. For the most part, these 
Family Services consider themselves eq1rlpped to handle all kinds of 
domestic and marital problems. Some of them, however, act only as 
referral agencies that direct the cases to su~h resources as are 
competent to handle them. In cases, for eY~m,le, where the difficulty can 
readily be referred to a ferish priest, the referral is made by the agency 
to the parish, since the priest, in 1nany instances, is more competent to 
handle a particular problew than an established agency. 
1. Description of the Various Catholic Asencies that was made for the 
Community Chest of Chicago, March, 1)43. 
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The main point of discrepancy between these Services and Chicago is 
in t.."le fact that the Chic~o syste.rn has the Family Consultation Service 
set up primarily as a co1L~selling service for marital problems, while in 
these other dioceses, the casework for marital difficulties is merely a 
part of the general progran1 of the Charities Office. 
In the matter of referrals, there is a semblance of similarity but, 
again, it is restricted by the limitations in sco9e of action imposed 
upon the Services of other dioceses. ~ght replies described a worldng 
a.greement with the civil courts for the referral of Catholic petitioners. 
Brooklyn, particularly, was very close to the Chic~.go progra:11, in that 
cases appearing on the calendars of the various courts were referred to 
the Catholic Charity Office, if the petitioners were Catholics and in need 
of the assistance the agency could offer. The other replies stated that, 
while they did not have an explicit understanding with the courts, they 
were always ready to supply assistance, should they be called upon to do 
so. 
Legal aid was explicitly offered by six dioceses. In the Chicago 
program such legal aid as is necessary is supplied through the Faurlly 
Consultation Service in cases where the clients ca~~ot afford the court 
costs and lawyer fees. 
, Regarding casework service for the Matrimonial Court of the Diocese, 
seven reports stated that such a service was supplied, there being a work-
ing relationshiu between the Matrimonial Court and the Charity Office. 
None, however, stated that casework service and social investigation of 
the clients was a routine matter for all the petitions that came to the 
Matrimonial Court or for all the referrals that came from the civil courts, 
that would, ultimately, be directed to the Ordinary of the diocese for 
his decision. This point should be empl--..a.si zed because, in many instances, 
such soCial investigations, as is made by the caseworker, is directly 
influential in the proper solution of the case and the reconciliation of 
the parties involved in domestic turmoil. 
Marriage counselling has not been taken on as a special agency 
function by most of the dioceses, the matter being left to the zeal and 
fervor of the priests of a parish. In some instances, the statement was 
made that all such counselling can be more readily handled by a priest in 
his parish, since he knows his people and has their welfare always at 
~eart. The Chancellor of the Archdiocese of St. Paul, Minnesota, 
expresses this view clearly by stating: 11It is the practice in the 
Archdiocese to allow pastors and assistants to handle all marriage 
problems si nee we feel the_ t tbey are better fitted by their office and by 
their experience to do what is best suited for the parties and for the 
good of religion." 
Another viewpoing, however, is had in the reply from Omaha: "Catholic 
Charities of Omaha does not have a Marriage Counselling Bureau, as such. 
Our approach to the problem of marriage counselling has been this: a 
soundly-established casework program requires that staff member be fully 
trained. This assures us of mature and skilled personnel who, in their 
relationship with clients of the agency, have constantly, over a. period of 
years, carried on all the functions described by the concept of warriage 
counselling. 112 
The Catholic Charities of Buff~lo"describes their activity thus: 
2. From correspondence with the Reverend Floyd E. Fischer, Director of 
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Omaha. 
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11 This is the official diocesan agency for Catholic Social Welfare and is 
staffed with social workers trained to work with families and family 
problems ••.•• On a service basis we are equipped to extend counselling to 
parents with problem children, to couples with marital problems and to 
families with spiritual problems • 11 Regarding an affilia.tion with the 
Matrimonial Court, the executive assistant continues to reply: 11 0ur 
Matrimonial Court •...• does not study or treat cases where there is marital 
discord or where separation or divorce is pending. These cases are 
usually referred to our Agency by the parish priest or the judge who is 
hearing the action. The Matrimonial Court has taken advantage of our 
service in securing reports from clinic or from other agencies. ii"e, in 
turn, have referred cases to it to determine the marital sta,tus of our 
clients. n3 
In the work of the Catholic Family Center in Detroit: "Marriage. 
counselling is not set up as an independent department within the agency, 
but it is simply a part of the tota1 service offered to families. 11 The 
Catholic Charities of Portland, Oregon, describes their set-up in somewhat 
similar a manner: "Our Fe,mily Service is related !121 to the Matrimonial 
Court in the Chancery, but directly to the parish priests and local social 
agencies ••••• The Agency provides casework services in marital difficulties 
and in parent-child relationships vrhen the child or children are in the 
home. 11 
In summary, it can be noted that most dioceses have the office of 
Catholic Charities as a central agency handling all welfare proble~s, 
including marriage problems and marriage counselling. The processing 
3. From correspondence with Edward Lindsey, Executive Assistant of the 
Catholic Charities of Buffalo, Inc., March 22, 1948. 
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of all such cases are handled by the same intake desk and routed through 
the proper channels to the department concerned. In Chicago the manner 
of procedure is different. The Catholic Charities handles welfare cases 
and, by referral to the Family Consultation Service of the Council of 
Catholic Women, takes care of any rnari tal problems tba t might be met in 
the course of tree,ting a case. The Family Consultation Service, however, 
sets up its own intake service; for each case it bas its own case record 
and applies its own particular kind of treatment. After it fulfills its 
function the case is returned to the Cr~rity Bureau, should their resources 
be still in demand. 
Marital problems ~1d marriage counsellirg are decidealy within the 
scope of the function of the Family Consultation Service of the Chicago 
Council of Catholic Women. It is for them to extend assis tru1ee to not 
only those who approach the Charity Bureau for financial needs, but also 
to those who come to the Matrimonial Court because their marriage is break-
ing up. Since they can be of service by investigating all marriage 
problems, ascertaining by home visitation, contR.ct with relatives and 
friends, the true nature of the compla.int, the party who is to blame and 
the evident solution to the problem, they could be an effective instru-
ment in the h:mds of the priests of the Matrimonial Court for the solution 
of many of the petitions that come to them. Effective treatment can be 
rendered through such an agency as the Family Consultation Service to 
impede the descent of marital 'harmony and prevent the disorganization of 
a family. 
' 
CHAPTZR VII. 
THE SOURCI~S OF REFERP.A.LS MADE TO 1~H.'3 FAMILY COlJSULI'ATION 
SEB.VIC:~ 00 THE COUNCIL Oii' CATHOLIC WOMBJJ 
Ol!, CHI CA.GO 
The chief sources of referral are: The Social Service Department of 
the Court of Don~stic Relations in Chicago, the Catholic Ch~rity Bureau, 
the Chancery Office and the clergy of the diocese. There are other 
referrals but, throw;h the course of the years, these have been the 
prominent sources. 
Through e working agreement with the Clerk of the Municipal Court, 
a trained represente.tive of the Council of Catholic WomE>n is in court 
each day it is in session. Cases that involve marital or domestic troubles 
are referred to her throu,sh the personnel of the court's Socia.l Service 
Department. She, in turn, assumes the responsibility of the casework 
history and, either personally or throu6h another worker of the Council, 
attends the case ttntil it is closed. 
The graph that follows (Figure III), shows the number of cases th~.t 
were hAndled by the intake desk of the Social Service Department of the 
Court of Domestic Relations. 1 This graph covering a. period of five years, 
shows the number of applicRti ons rmde PJld the number of cases accepted 
for service by the Social Service Department. Since the court handles 
cases of non-support ana. bastardy, for the most part, the decline during 
the war years is easily explained while the ascent that is contemporaneous 
1. Graph through the courtesy of Mrs. E. McDoVTell, Director of the Social 
Service Department of the Court of Dj2estic Relations. 
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TABLE II. Sources of Referral, New Cases in the 
Years 1942-41. 
1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 
Court of Domestic Relations 360 298 201 164 378 344 
Catholic Charity Bureau 78 62 41 73 128 134 
Pastoral and Clergy 74 98 64 86 135 136 
Chancery Office 45 25 29 34 51 85 
Friends and Others 65 36 22 45 59 96 
Hospitals 6 1 2 7 11 
Catholic Dependent 
14 14 Child Commission 9 26 21 
Catholic Societies 7 10 4 13 7 25 
Other Courts and Police 
Department 30 15 12 18 5 22 
Cook County Bureau of 
Pu.blic Welfare 3 5 6 
Chicago Welfare Department 1 5 1 
Other ___gg_ __..9. ___l _j_ .1JQ 
TOTAL 702 569 391 478 771 921 
with the end of the war and the return to a peace-time economy cp~ be 
explained by the disorganization of many families because of housing, re-
adjustment to civil life and inadequacy in marriage since the marrif!.,ge 
was one of wartime hysteria and note one based on real love. 
While the nurriber of acceptances is comparatively small, the important 
point for this paper is the number of applications. Many of these were 
not accepted because they did not fall within the scope of the court's 
service. Their number, however, intensifies the imuortance of an agency 
such as the Farr..ily Consultation Service since they, in many instr:tnces, 
could be helped b;v a marriage counselling service. 
Keeping people out of the civil courts is the objective to be attain-
ed. Ordinarily, the usual hurnan bei!:\g wishes to keep far away from the 
machinery of the low and it is only as a last recourse that the appeal 
is made to the court for legal action. If the work of marria5e counselli~g 
was interjected into many of these cases before they arrived at the break-
ing point, a, happy solution could be effected and the disorganization of a 
family avoiaed. 
Figures of the ca.ses in the Matrimonial Court are not available for 
delineation by graph of the applications made there but since 1942 to the 
uresent date, 7,000 applications for divorce or sep~~ation have been re-
ceived. When this enormous figure of frunily disorganization is contrasted 
to the average yearly number of marriages among Catholics in ChicRgo, the 
result is startling. The yearly average of marriages approximates 
12,500. In 1946 there were 13,816 marriages; 11,011 of these were 
Catholic and 2,805 were mixed marriA.ges. 
The present case1oad of two workers was studied to diPcover the kinds 
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of complaints and the action taken. The following chart delineates the 
situation. 
CHART III. Reasons Cited for Applications to the Family 
Consultation Service for Assistance in 59 
Cases in 1948. 
Desertion 13 
Cruelty 10 
Drunkenness 9 
Infidelity 3 
Ar guJnen t s 7 
l~on-suppor t 9 
Separation (or divorce) 5 
Child neglect 1 
Child placement 1 
Apartment V"anted 1 
It can be seen in this breakdown that remedial measures could have 
the widest latitude if applied correctly and efficiently. Somce cases, 
however, come in as 11 last ap'oeals", thP.t i!::l, everything else :b..as been 
tried and fo,md wanting. Now, a,s a last appeal, the Consultation Service 
is invoked to work a la,st miracle to save the marriage. Relief measures 
in these instances are poor, emaciated attempts to resuscitate something 
that already has the mark of death upon it. 
CHART IV. Decisions Handed Down by the Matrimonial Court 
in 136 Cases. 
Separate Maintenance* 
Divorce* 
Live apart but without civil action 
Civil action for the custody of children 
Returned to ACCW for further work 
Reconciled 
Cases pending 
Clients did not respond to S'lJlll':lOns 
TOTAL· 
67 
4 
9 
5 
5 
26 
4 
~ 
136 
* - These, of course, refer to episcopal permission to seek -
such action in the civil courts. 
In these cases the action of the Matrimonial Court is indicated. 
These cases do not cover any particular period nor do they refer to any 
particular action. They are selected to illustrate the kind of Pction 
the Matrimonial Court takes with the various cases that come before it. 
CHAPI'~ VIII. 
COUCLUSIONS DE2IV.f.D FROM THIS D::SCRIPTIVE StJRVEY 01' THE 
FAMILY CO£~SUL'IA.TIOH S:sl'tVIC:S OF THE COUIWIL OF 
CATHOLIC ViOlvi.':N 0]' CHICAGO AND SOI1fE 
RECOMlif.blJD.A.t.ri OlTS OFFT:RZD FOR 
CONSIDEJRA.TION 
The social upheavals of our times make imperative a program such as 
that of the Fa.rnily Consultation Service of the Council of Cl'ttholic Women 
of Chicago. Tirue was when family integration and domestic e,ccord were 
the normal, ordinary expectations of two. people entering marriage. The 
complexities of our present indus trial mode of life, ho\··ever, ha.d hrul 
their force in every corner of domestic life. Today the shock of mass 
production with its concomitant routine and monotony and the accelerated 
pace of modern living have penetrated the innermost recesses of life and 
drawn from them the life blood of normality. Speed is the gauge of our 
present existence; speed in living, speed in learning, speed in working 
and speed in dying. If ever there existed a Frankenstein monster, it 
exists in the reality of the modern tempo of living. 
The first awful consequence of such fast .living is the breakdown of 
marriage and familial ties. Marriage and the family are staid, conserva-
ti ve insti t•~tions that derive their social strength from the ponderosi ty 
they have within themselves. They cannot be hurried along except at the 
cost of the loss of weight -- in tds case, the dignity and prestige of 
marriage. Marriage and the family 1~re traditional, natural things. 
'+) 
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Modern, high-speed industrialization is an intruder, an undesired invacer 
in the sphere of natural normalcy. The effect of such high speed activity 
has had a psychological effect on n~ind, in that disturbances that are 
the companions of speed, namely, peptic ulcers, shingles and the like, are 
more prevalent at the present than in times of a more leisurely pace of 
living. Psychologically, nervous breakdowns, emotional disturbances and 
kindred upsets are very much in prominence today. Domestically, similar 
tragedies have occurred. People do not now adjust themselves to 
marriage; they have not accepted the responsibilities and obligations 
inherent in their married state; they will not slow down long enough to 
know what are the prescriptions for happiness in marriage. The 
eventuality has too often been sadly d~nonstrated in the conflict between 
the slowness of marria.::;e and the family anc.'l. the speed of mass production 
something had. to give away. Mass production has the irresistibility of 
an avalanche, and marriage and the family suffered under the impact.· 
Social agencies are now trying to give first aid; but all their 
efforts are superficial; .all their measures are local, rather than internal 
and basic. Society must ta1~e a good look at itself to accomnlish a real 
cure. Meanwhile, an agency such as the Family Consultation Service of 
the Council of Catholic Women of Chicag~, has tremendous importance and 
value. This value is in applying such first aid as the various cases de-
mand and in repeating, emphasizing, reiterating the basic principles of 
Christianity as the only panacea for the social illnesses of our times. 
A recall to such principles is the only salvation for the marriage and 
the family. 
What the l!~amily Consultation Service has thus far accomplished has 
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been good. The program it has outlined is beneficial and ambitious. In 
the opinion of the writer, the following suggestions are made in the form 
of observations that might be conducive to discussion and stimulating to 
thought along these lines. 
The physical arransements of the office of the Family Consultation 
Service leave much to be desired in the matter of privacy for confidential 
interviews. The present arra.ngement, bec!'l.use of insufficient floor space, 
provides merely desk space for the various workers, contiguous to one 
another. The desired atmosphere for a casework interview is missing. 
Because so much good can be effected by marriage counselling, a 
statistical and research department could he,ppily fit in the genera.l 
program. By survey, e~alysis, charts, gra9hs and o~~er statistical instru-
ments, investigations can be made, results tr-~.bulated for a better under-
standing and approach to all cases. From asse;nbled data, much help can 
be offered for future cases. 
The personnel of the Consultation Service is handicapped by the 
youthfUllness of its members and could be aided by intensified professional 
training. The caseworkers, in some instances, are young, u."1lnarried, 
recently-gradua. ted college girls whose youthful ap:peara."lce does not im:rpire 
confidence in a person w:to has been married for sor1e yea,rs and is now 
experiencing difficulties in her hor.:~e. So far as training is concerned, 
a progressive course that will give e~ch wor~-:er an adequ2.cy for every 
case is imperative. 
A r.ore extensive home investigP,tion service should be provided; this 
is partic:rolarly applicAble in those cases t!1.3. t are referred to the 
Ma,trimonial Court for episcopal perr,lission. Too often the case history 
that is presented to the presiding priest in th~ court is sketchy and 
la~cking in essen ti::tl information. Vital information concerning the 
personality, education, recreation, pursuits, environs and co:~rp~nions 
of the clients shoulc. be examined that the proper solution might be 
forthcoming. 
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Wages, in gener~l, have never been ve~J high among social workerR. 
For a better Family Consul ta.ti on Service adequate salaries, commensurate 
v:ri th the work and professional skill entailed, would be a great incentive 
to an enthusiastic personnel. While many workers in an agency such as 
this could be carried along b~/ their zeal and fervor, such i"'orkers are in 
the minority, and to depend entirely upon them restricts an agency in its 
demands on the labor market. 
In comL1entin5 upon a plan for the establishr11ent of a Social Service 
for the Divorce Division of the Cook County Court of Illinois, Miss Ruth 
Coleman, Director of the Court Service Division of the Cook County 
Bureau of Public Welfare made this statement: 
11 Social service is at present desired by the Divorce Division in 
three areas. 
1. To pa.rticipate in the decision as to whether a counle with children 
should file an action for divorce (or separation) or whether this shoulc'. 
be O.el.?..yed 1..mti 1 they have had skilled a.ssis tr-::nce in finding out whether 
n rPconci liation might be v:or~{Bd out. 
2. To assist the couple to a better knowledge of themselves and their 
-probleP'lS in the a.ttempt to bring about a reconciliation if this is 
socially desirable. 
3. To make a social investig~tion for tr~ court in cases in which 
there is a contest on child cu8toc1y, or any question as to the desirability 
of a proposed child custody plan. The need for social investi_sations in 
child ClJ.Etody r;light arisE' when the case first Cf'.me before the court; P.t a 
later date, when the petition for a change of cus tod.y is filed; or as to 
the outcoue of semi-annua.l custody checl::-up by questionnaires sent out by 
the Divorce Division -- i. e. if tr .. e questionnaire is not returned, or if 
the si tU8.tion described in the questionnaire does not sound sui table for 
the child. Reviewing and eval uatir.g returned questionnaires would seem 
best done by a social worker. 11 
According to Miss Coleman 1 s estimate, ~~e following personnel would 
be reqni red for servicing the Divorce Division: 
1 - Supervisor 
2 - Supervising Caseworkers 
10 - Caseworkers 
3 Stenographers 
1 - Clerk 
1 - Statistical Clerk 
While no oasis for comparison can be established between the Cook 
·County Bureau of Public Welfare and the Family Consultation Service, becausE 
of many differences, still there is so striking a similarity in the area-
of-service that the proposed Social Service of the Divorce Division will 
cover and that the Family Consultation Service of the Co1u1cil desires to 
cover, that much can be gained from a consideration of the one for the 
benefit of the other. 
Service to families with cl:ildren, v:orking toward the end that a 
reconciliation might be effected, logically falls within the scope of a 
Family Service Agency. If the Far:1ily Consultation Service of the Council 
of Catholic Women in Chicago accepted this task VIi th all its iraplications, 
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a progressive step would have been taken. Urban living, with all its 
dif£'iculties, strifes, and irritations increases the possibility of fa111ily 
disorganization. The Fa.'1lily Consul tA.tion Service coulc. enter at the 
point of friction and, through its service, assist in the removal of the 
causes of trouble. 
The acceptance of this responsibility would irnply the augmentation 
of the personnel, in order that adequate facilities co1.1.ld be provided. 
IntervieT-ing is a necessary part of any case record; but social investiga-
tion, pa.rticularly of the envirODinent, is demanded in these cases of 
domestic discord. A thorough social investiga.tion, wit.h the proper 
evaluation and recommendation, can aid greatly in the pursuit of a 
reconciliation. 
In the first area of service listed for the Social Service of the 
Divorce Division-- tbe interviewing of parents who propose to file 
-oeti tions for sep?.rati on or eli vorce -- the FE>.mily Consultation Service 
of the A.rchdiocesM Co'llncil of Catholic Wooen car. be of the utmost hel-o. 
Were there an Intake Service and a Casewor"l>:: Service provided for every-
application for divorce or separation that is presented to the Matrimonial 
Court of the Archni ocese of ChicA.go, rauch of the burden that now rests 
upon that Court would be allevie te{. Factual evicence, that can be pro-
vided only t:b.rough investi,sa tion, V'ould be en record before the priest vho 
judges the merits of the case. Witnesses would be investigsted, not only 
the selected witnesses who have been hand..:.picked by the clients, but any 
others who co1JJ.d. bring ligbt to t:Ce case. llelfare of all children would 
have influence on the recormnendations of the investigator. Many cases, 
that should never be brought before the court, could be handled and 
serviced through good casework. 
Unfortunately, the value of such service has not, as yet, been tested. 
The priests of the Matrimonial Court at present do not utilize a casework 
report to the extent it could be used. The social investigation tr.LAt, 
seemingl~r, should be a prime requisite for every petition p·"esented to the 
L~trimonial Court, is not available. ~nus the judge of the case is some-
what handicapped in his knowledge of the si ~J.ation. 
The personnel that Miss Coleman suggested above ap~lies to the County 
Bureau of Public Welfare, but in a. Sllk~ller, but parallel manner, the 
set-up could be duplicated in the Family Consultation Service, to provide 
the workers needed for the efficient functioning of a family agency. It 
is quite obvious the.t an agency that has limited personnel will give only 
limited service. For the li'a.mily Consultation Service to be of value to 
the Archdiocese, it is necessary th~.tt it function to the utmost of its 
efficiency. Only an ade~~te personnel can answer this requisite; less 
than adequate personnel means limited service. 
One area that h:'l.s not been touched at all by the Fanily Consultation 
Service is a follow-up of its cases. What t18.ppens to the eli ents after 
they have been to the divorce or separation court? libat is the disposition 
of the children; what mea.sures are provided for their personality develop-
ment if the family unit bas been deprived of a father or mother? These 
considera.tions vi tally affect all subsequent adjustments of the individuals 
since a broken family implies a disoriented individual, at least, for a 
time. Juvenile delinquency could, to some extent, be prevented by the 
supervision that a follow-up service could provide. 
Another recommendation for improved service cr-tn be had in the 
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suggestion that a wider and more dir.,.,ct relationship be effected between 
the Family Consult~tion Service and the clergy of the Archdiocese. In 
so many of the cases, the -priests of the various parishes could be of 
great assistance in providing a. solution to a uroblem, since they know the 
family and are ready S...'lld ea,_ser to ap::>ly suggested remedies. It would be 
hel nful to the clergy, too, if they were notified about divorces and 
senarations because their pastoral ministry might be helpful in assisting 
the family to make ad,justments, if a divorce of separBtion hP.S ensued. 
It would help them also if they were notified about people who obtained 
divorces without permission from the Ordine.ry, or after such 9ermission 
was denied. The unworthy reception of the Sacraments could thus be 
averted. 
Finally, a word of commendation mi2:;ht be proffered for the Council of 
Catholic ',Yoruen in Chicago whose initiative has originated the :JJ'amily 
Consultation Service A.nd whose evergy and zeal have carried it forwa.r~. 
To them the following might be applied: 
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••••• we 1i ve in a world of conflictin6 ideas. The Chri sti;;n idea 
must be represented in that conflict. It cannot be renresented without 
a strong laity. And the laity ca.nnot be strrmg unless it is unafraid 
of the world as it exists, capable of s1..:.stained initil'l.tivE>, competent 
in all branches of human lmowledge and activity, closely and personally 
identified with ell those who suffer, awe.re of the Christi::u1 pa.st, and 
thoughtful in pre-paring the Cb.ri sti~m future. 111 
G. HowlP-'Ild Shaw Laetare Medalist 
The followi1~ are exerpts from some replies 
received in answer to a questionnaire sent out to 
the various dioceses of the United States. 
CATHOLIC CHARITI ::::s OF TH;£ A...ltCHDIOC:21SE O'F o:.:.AHA, IHC. 
In reply to your questionnaire regarding relationsh n of the Arch-
diocese ~nd the Council of Catholic 'Nomen to Cat:b.olic F~ily Service, I 
would like to say that in OmMa we look t::> the Council of Catholic Women 
primarily as an organization enge,gec. in social action. }Tei ther recently 
or historically have the~r been asgociated with the or,sB.nization of the 
Catholic Family or Child Welfare Service. 
The Archdiocese of Omaha has operated a Catholic Family Service for 
the past twenty-seven years. This has been t:te integrAl part of the serYice 
provided by the Bureau. of Catl::olic Charities. It empl::l;rs a trained case 
l'lork staff. B y that I mean that all vrorkers received graduate training 
in social w::>rk and most of them have their Master De;ree. This service, 
since it was founded, has been under the direction of priests, likev:rise 
trained under social work. In addition to economic assistance the agency 
offers skilled service in the areas of personal adj<lStment, rll8.rital 
problems, child guidance, unmarried mother service, child plB,Cement 
service, etc. It cooperate<': closel:I with the volunteer St. Vincent de 
Paul organization which has conferences in eighteen parishes and a central 
office. The executive director of Catholic Charities is usually the 
spiritual director of the particulnr co"J.!lcil and through that medium 
cooperl'\ti ve relationsh~-P is established and a mutual recognition is 
established of the need and kind of service each organization can give. 
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Catholic Chari ties of Omaha does not have a Marriage Counsellin.s 
Bureau, as such. Our approach to the problem of marriage counselling has 
been this: a soundly established casework progran requires that staff 
members be fully trs.ined. This assures us of mature and skilled personnel 
who, in their relationship with clients of the agency, have constantly, 
over a period of years, carried on all of the functions described by 
the concept of marriage counselling. 'Whenever the community gets excited 
about establishing a marriage counselling service, we emphasize the fact 
that such service is already available in the community through the 
9rofessional casework service of three agencies. By case illustration 
we are able to show them that the processes of counselling on marria~e 
problems are routine in t}.1e type of service offered to clients. We r ... '\ve 
directed our thinking and action along this line because certain group 
agencies such as the YWCA., have attempted to develop \':hat they call 
Counselling Service. We casevroric agencies have landed on them with both 
feet, questioning the soundness of such a. pro;;ra:n and certainly the 
qualifications of the people who were carrying on R counselling service. 
Cases have been referred to us s-oecifically for counselling in 
marriao;e problems by pastors, by the Domestic RPh.tions Court, by the 
Juvenile Court and clients have come who were referred by friends of' 
theirs who had received service fr"lm the agency. '.':'e route a.ll these re-
quests through our regul~r Inta~e De~artment and set u~ a case record on 
this the same as for any other client accepted for service by the agency. 
In 'Jther words, our effort has been to get across the interyretation that 
the knowledge and skills involved in rne.rriRge counselling are a. part of 
t~1e casework program of Catholic Charities. 
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It is true that this approach does not touch the premarital gro1xos 
except insofar as they are children in the family or unde!" foster care of 
the agency. We find in goin6 over the case records that pre:nari tal 
counselling is frequent with especially the older teen age girls. ,...... "' ••e nave 
serious questions as to whether it is proper fu."'lction of Catholic Chari ties 
to establish a central Diocesan Premarital Counselling Service. 
It is also true that our approach does not produce Fl. widespree.d 
educa.tional urogra.'TI. ii'hether or not this is the nroper f1mction of 
Catholic Charities Bure~:m is again sor:.1ething we want to evaluate fl.:trthE>r. 
VIe have a lot of questions ,q,bout it in its relationship to tr.e parishes 
and to existing parish or ga.ni z at ions. 
CATHOLIC CHA,RITIES, INC. 
PORT~~D, OREGON 
The functions of this family service are outlined as follows: 
Our family service is related ~ to the Matrimonial Court in the Chancery 
but directly to p~:trish priests and local oo cial agencies. 
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Portl~r.d is the central 
administrative organization for eL?;ht Catholic social service Ftgencies 
and institutions. Its function is to plan, organize and sunervise the 
programs which are administered by member agencies. One of these member 
agencies is the Society of St. Vincent de Paul which in 1942 established 
a central Social Service Bureau for clearance of f~mily welfare cares. In 
1944 the Social Service Bureau engaged on part-tiwe basis a trained case-
worker to serve families. Beginning in 1:346 a graduate caseworker has 
given f'.lll time to the family department 1·rhich is the Social Service 
Bureau, operating under the Society of st. Vincent de Paul. 
The major function of our faruily service is to assist p~;.stors. In 
fulfilling this responsibility the Social Service Bureau is prepared to 
give casework service to farailies or individUE1ls referred by pastors. 
The Bureau also serves pastors by referring to them families or inC.ividuals 
who are knovrn first to O'JX agency by initiating application themselves for 
casework help or by referral from other Rgencies in the community. The 
problems of the family groups and individuals served through our fa."llily 
service are those which are co~on to family service B6encies. The agency 
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provides casework services in marital difficulties and in parent-child 
relationshlps when the child or children e,re in the home. Referral for 
psychiatric services, problems of the e.ged, referral for financial 
assistp,nce a.Tld supervision of children in their homes when requested 
to do so by the courts are major functions. 
In summary, we provide cPsework services for many and V[-'lried problems 
which means tha.t in some situations, after the study of the problem is 
made, the individual or the family Illc"~r be referred to another social 
agency for continued service or our agency works cooperatively with 
another agency to help toward a solution. 
The family service works in conjunction with the local Court of 
Domestic Rela ti o:n.s when this is a request of the Court. 
THE CATHOLIC FAMILY C:SZJT!~ 
J..RCHDIOC.:<.'Sl'.; OF D~11ROIT 
D.ri.'TROI'l' 1, MICHl G.Al1 
The Catholic Family Center is a family agency with a two fold 
purpose: first, to foster the development of Catholic family life by 
offering casework service to Catholic fwlilies and individuals who are 
unable to solve their problems alone; second, to serve a.s ~t central 
ftpplication bureau for the placement of children under Catholic e.uspices. 
The agency accepts applicA,tions of Catholic families in which there are 
emotional and personal maladjustments, family and marital difficulties or 
problems of relationship wbi ch can be alleviated through casework service. 
These C13,ses are I'E'ferrec~ by priests, by the Ji'riend of the Court, where 
divorce petitions are filed, by Catholic institutions and other public 
and private agencies. In so~e instances cases are referred by priests 
in the IM,trimonir:d court. 
Ma.rria.:;e counselling h not set up as an independent department 
within the agE>ncy, but it is simply a part of the total service offered 
to families. 
'r.he Catholic Family Center, at the present time, is trying to preserve 
Catholic ma,rriAges through ca.seV'ork service. We feel that we should do 
more, naxnely, preventative work. '.l.~e Church has the potentials in the 
parish organizations and through their schools. The ~ency may be the 
instrument through which these potentials may be utilized in the 
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p~eparation for better family life. 
The agency feels that pre-marital counselling is a need. Couples 
come to the Center who are U..."lWilling to acceut parental responsibilities 
and even ask for the placement of their child on the basis that they can-
not afford the expense. 
Pre-Cana and Cana Conferences offer great possibilities in the 
education of couules and parents in the duties and obligations entailed 
in the Sacrarnent of Matrimony as well as the parental respo:1si bili ty of 
the father and the mother. 
ARCHDIOCES:~;l OF D::::;TROIT 
CHA.liJC:::RY BUILDIUG 
1234 WASHIUGT01J BOUIJWA..'!W 
DE'.J:ROIT 26, lV:ICHIGAN 
l?errnissions to institute civil ~>.uit for sep::-ration or, if necess:<>,ry, 
for civil divorce should be initiRted in the parish where the frunily lives. 
The parish priest should listen to the comulaint of the a56rieved party, 
should sUI!li'lon the part~, com_;?le.ined against, ar..r, after c.isct:tssing the cause 
of their friction with each separately, the priest shou1d formulate his 
recomrnenr.a.ti::m and then summon both parties to the rectory Rnc'. !Ik-.ke a 
sincere effort at reconciliation a.nd ~.djustment of the difficulties as he 
sees them. After f~=tiling in this effort if the priest is convinced th:1.t a 
civil separation or even a civil divorce is necessary, he should write his 
recmrr•1endation to the Chancery and give the reasons for his recorrunendation. 
Occa.sion!?.lly the parti E·s themselves are referred to the Ch<mcery by 
the parish priests and, in some instances, the parties are unwilli~~ to 
take up their marital difficulties with the priests in the parish and come 
to the ChAncery directly• The Chancery s:C.ould then check with the parish 
priest or, if necess2ry, sumr:on the party complAined e.gains t to the 
ChP~.ncery in an effort to sal va,;;e the ma.rria,ge. When the)~e is no hope of a. 
reconciliP..tion, permission is is~ued by the Chancery for the agi;rieved 
party to initiate civil suit for separation or, if necessary, for civil 
divorce. 
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